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The Problem 

In June 2015, a leaked US State Department memo described the efforts 

of a joint “communications coalition” of US, British, and UAE to 

counter the Islamic State’s violent narrative and online recruitment. The 

bleak assessment was that the “counter messaging” campaign was going 

poorly and that “we must do a better job at discrediting IS in the 

information space.”1  The Islamic narrative, the memo concluded, had 

“trumped” the efforts of its technologically adroit adversaries.   

Two years later, while the military campaign against IS is now going 

well, counter radicalization efforts—in the west and the Middle East—

remain largely anemic and ineffectual. Muslims in Europe, the US, and 

the Middle East continue to join extremist groups, undermining hopes 

for re-stabilizing the ME and securing Europe. Even as IS has lost 

territory, the ideological threat persists, and the trajectory is not 

promising.     

Until now, with a few exceptions, the “war of ideas” has largely been 

joined by central governments. For example, the US has established its 

own Arabic language television and radio stations, and the State 

Department tweets in Arabic. Saudi Arabia has a large rehabilitation 

center for its radicalized nationals.  Both King Abdullah of Jordan and 

Egypt’s President Sisi have articulated roadmaps for “moderate Islam.”   

                                                           
1 Mark Mazzetti and Michael Gordon, “ISIS IS Winning the Social Media War, US Concludes,” The New York 

Times, June 12, 2015. https://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/13/world/middleeast/isis-is-winning-message-war-us-

concludes.html  

https://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/13/world/middleeast/isis-is-winning-message-war-us-concludes.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/13/world/middleeast/isis-is-winning-message-war-us-concludes.html
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These state sponsored initiatives have achieved some modest levels of 

success.  Overall, however, the efforts have been limited, sporadic, and 

lacked coordination with the would-be partners required to create a 

multiplying effect on impact.  Perhaps more importantly, these 

initiatives had only limited success because governments are neither 

nimble, innovative, nor sufficiently local to be effective. 

Given the increasing threat of radicalization and terrorism on the 

Continent, it is incumbent to expand and strengthen the 

“communications coalition”--the European-centered counter messaging 

campaign.  To do so, it will first be necessary to build transnational 

partnerships focused on Europe challenge.     

This paper will explore alternative partners for Governments to expand 

and make more effective this crucial campaign in Europe, asking 

questions about which types of organizations would be productive 

members of such a new coalition. The paper will also raise questions 

about what already existing partners in this coalition might change in 

their approach to be more successful.    

Religious Partners 

Much has been made of President Sisi’s persistent hectoring of the 

Egyptian religious establishment at Al Azhar, and in particular his tough 

demands for reform. Jordan’s King Abdullah, too, has been a forceful 

advocate for religious moderation, publishing the Amman Message back 

in 2008, signed by 552 individual religious leaders from 84 countries. 

Despite some positive press in the west, these initiatives have gained 

little traction throughout the region or, for that matter, in Europe. Both 

Sisi and Abdullah’s messages, for a host of reasons, clearly do not 

resonate widely.     
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Notwithstanding the low impact of Sisi and Abdullah’s initiatives, there 

is some data to suggest that State-sponsored religion in the Middle East 

is credible and having some limited local impact.  As Sarah Feuer wrote 

in her excellent 2016 study State Islam In the Battle Against Extremism2:  

Available polling data reveals high levels of support for these 

institutions and a widespread conviction that the state should play 

an assertive role in the religious realm. A December 2011 Gallup 

survey, for example, found that 95 percent of Egyptians had 

confidence in Al-Azhar.  A 2015 survey conducted by the United 

Arab Emirates–based Tabah Foundation, in partnership with 

Zogby Research Services, found that majorities of millennials in 

Morocco, Egypt, Palestine, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, 

and the UAE believe the state should regulate Friday sermons, 

public religious lectures, and religious TV shows; and strong 

majorities (e.g., 89% in Morocco and 90% in Egypt) believe the 

state should “ensure that religious discourse is not used to promote 

violence, incitement and hatred.”  

While this domestic credibility may not necessarily translate to the 

Continent, there is a chance it might. Perhaps, religious messaging from 

Al Azhar—if and when it starts to adopt a more progressive stance—

could be leveraged in Europe.  As of today, however, according to The 

Economist,  

Though al-Azhar bills itself as moderate, critics say that it has 

allowed hardliners to remain in senior positions and failed to 

reform its curriculums, which include centuries-old texts often 

                                                           
2 Sarah Feuer, “State Islam In the Battle Against Extremism,” The Washington Institute for Near East Policy, Policy 

Focus 145, June 2016. http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/uploads/Documents/pubs/PolicyFocus145_Feuer-4.pdf  

http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/uploads/Documents/pubs/PolicyFocus145_Feuer-4.pdf
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cited by extremists. It has blocked efforts at social reform and tried 

to censor its critics.3  

Or maybe Morocco’s University of al-Qarawiyyin, which operates under 

the guidance of the Minister of Religious Affairs and is responsible for 

training and qualifying imams, scholars, and researchers according in the 

state’s traditionally moderate brand of Islam, could play a role in 

outreach to Europe, especially to the tens of thousands of Moroccan 

guest workers currently residing there. This might include not only 

messaging, but in the training of Islamic clergy on the Continent.  

According to a 2006 Pew survey, a plurality of British Muslims said 

they were likely to consult local imams for religious guidance,4 so the 

training and certification of European-based clergy is important. This 

could be particularly effective in places like Spain, which has a 

relatively lower percent of Muslims in its population, but has 

increasingly found itself the target of Moroccan-origin locally-born 

jihadis.   

Back in 2015, the French Muslim Community started offering 

certification for that Islamic preachers working in France.5  According to 

Anouar Kbibech, president of the French Council for the Muslim 

Religion, the certificate is “like a driving license,” ensuring the 

promotion of “tolerant and open Islam.”  It is not compulsory, however.6   

It’s also worth asking whether other Islamic officials, or broad-based 

Muslim religious organizations, would have more credibility with 

                                                           
3 “Reforming Islam in Egypt,” The Economist, February 18, 2017. https://www.economist.com/news/middle-east-

and-africa/21717081-sisi-versus-sheikhs-reforming-islam-egypt  
4 “Muslims in Europe:  Economic Worries Top Concerns About Religious and Cultural Identity,” Pew Research 

Center’s Global Attitudes Project, July 6, 2006.   http://www.pewglobal.org/2006/07/06/muslims-in-europe-

economic-worries-top-concerns-about-religious-and-cultural-identity/  
5 “France Reveals Plan to fight Muslim Extremism,” The Local, February 25, 2015.  

https://www.thelocal.fr/20150225/france-muslims-islam-protection-government  
6 “Leading French Muslim body to create ‘license to preach’ for Imams, The Guardian, November 24, 2015.  

https://www.economist.com/news/middle-east-and-africa/21717081-sisi-versus-sheikhs-reforming-islam-egypt
https://www.economist.com/news/middle-east-and-africa/21717081-sisi-versus-sheikhs-reforming-islam-egypt
http://www.pewglobal.org/2006/07/06/muslims-in-europe-economic-worries-top-concerns-about-religious-and-cultural-identity/
http://www.pewglobal.org/2006/07/06/muslims-in-europe-economic-worries-top-concerns-about-religious-and-cultural-identity/
https://www.thelocal.fr/20150225/france-muslims-islam-protection-government
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Muslims vulnerable to radicalization. Could individuals or organizations 

be leveraged to promote moderation in European Muslim communities?   

There is little new and relevant data on this question. A pew poll from 

2010 cites Yousuf al Qaradawi, Amr Khaled, and Zakir Naik—who 

reportedly reaches as many as 100 million viewer—as especially 

influential among European Muslims.7  With the possible exception of 

Amr Khaled, however, these figures could not be described as 

“moderate.” Of particular importance in this context would be to identify 

North African religious figures. In the west, Rachid Ghannouchi is often 

touted as a “moderate,” but his ideological affiliation with the Muslim 

Brotherhood is problematic.  Other, more appropriate figures should be 

identified. 

Media Partners 

In Germany, France, the UK, and Italy—the EU states with the largest 

Muslim populations—it’s important that the Muslim communities are 

provided with resources, information, and religious guidance that 

articulates the counter narrative and promotes moderation.   

According to (admittedly dated) research—as of 2008—among bilingual 

Arabs in Europe, only 7 percent watched exclusively Arabic channels.8 

Via Eutelsat, Arabic speakers in Europe today have access to hundreds 

of channels. There has been some regulation of these channels.  France, 

for example, banned Hezbollah’s al Manar station.  This decision was 

based on a ruling by the Higher Audiovisual Council (CSA), mandating 

in 2004 that al Manar: 

                                                           
7  “Muslim Networks and Movements in Western Europe: Networks of Religious Scholars, Pew Research Center, 

September 15, 2010. http://www.pewforum.org/2010/09/15/muslim-networks-and-movements-in-western-europe-

networks-of-religious-scholars/    
8 Christina Slate, Watching Arabic Television in Europe, Palgrave, 2014. 

http://www.pewforum.org/2010/09/15/muslim-networks-and-movements-in-western-europe-networks-of-religious-scholars/
http://www.pewforum.org/2010/09/15/muslim-networks-and-movements-in-western-europe-networks-of-religious-scholars/
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“refrain from inciting hatred, violence or discrimination on 

grounds of race, sex, religion or nationality and, among other 

things, to respect the ‘different political, cultural and religious 

sensitivities of the European public.9    

After al Manar was banned in France, it was also shuttered in the 

Netherlands, and subsequently removed from Hispasat and Asiasat.  Yet 

still other incendiary channels remain available on European satellite 

television, among them Hamas’ Aqsa channel, the Muslim 

Brotherhoods’ Mekemeleen TV, as well as several Shiite channels that 

promote sectarianism.  

And then there is Al Jazeera.      

Beyond the most egregious channels like al Manar, it’s worth asking 

whether a more concerted effort should be made to identify and ban 

other satellite channels from Europe that are promoting extremism. 

While there is not a direct link between terrorism and television, these 

channels’ messages are at odds with the coalition’s efforts to fight 

ideological extremism.       

Channels like Al Arabiyya and Skynews Arabia, with high ratings in 

Europe, play a positive role in messaging. What role should the 

moderate pan-Arab media play in messaging?  Does pan-Arab print 

media have any impact in Europe?  What can be done on television, and 

on the websites/FB pages/twitter feeds of these huge Arabic media 

conglomerates to promote moderation, and counter the IS narrative?   

It’s possible that EU states could also play a role in helping via their 

state networks, to counter the narrative.  In April 2006, for example, 

Denmark’s DR2 network aired an 8-part series hosted by two Danes—
                                                           
9 Naomi Sakr, “Diversity and diaspora:  Arab Communities and satellite communication in Europe,” Global Media 

and Communication, 2008. http://www.med-media.eu/library/diversity-diaspora-arab-communities-satellite-

communication-europe/  

http://www.med-media.eu/library/diversity-diaspora-arab-communities-satellite-communication-europe/
http://www.med-media.eu/library/diversity-diaspora-arab-communities-satellite-communication-europe/
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one a Muslim woman of Palestinian origin in hijab—dealing with the 

cartoon crisis.10  Along these lines, like the US-funded Al Hurra and 

Radio Sawa networks, EU states have dipped their toes into Arabic 

broadcasting.  Denmark has looked into funding Arabic television 

programming, Deutsche Welle has been broadcasting overseas in Arabic 

since 2002, France 24 Arabic came on line in 2005, and BBC Arabic 

radio has been broadcasting since 2008. Academics suggest that Al 

Hiwar (Arabic) TV, based in London and focused on a European 

audience, might be a good candidate for British Government support.11   

NGOs 

To be sure, NGOs will be important, but which ones? Education-related 

NGOs in Europe would be a good start.  Muslims in places like France 

reportedly receive substandard education, limiting opportunity for social 

mobility and integration. Better education and more opportunity might 

dimish the current trend somewhat. 

Yet if the recent Spain attacks—perpetrated by Moroccan origin locals 

with no demonstrable economic disadvantage—are any indication, the 

key will be to focus on ideology. In this regard, it will be important 

would be to partner with Islamic organizations, which have visibility and 

credibility within these communities.  

As for Muslim Organizations, there are plenty of options to choose from, 

of varying quality. Some of the bigger organizations are problematic. 

One of the more influential groups, for example, is the Qaradawi-

founded European Council for Fatwa Research headquartered in Dublin. 

                                                           
10 Naomi Sakr, “Diversity and diaspora:  Arab Communities and satellite communication in Europe,” Global Media 

and Communication, 2008. http://www.med-media.eu/library/diversity-diaspora-arab-communities-satellite-

communication-europe/ 
11Naomi Sakr, “Diversity and diaspora:  Arab Communities and satellite communication in Europe,” Global Media 

and Communication, 2008. http://www.med-media.eu/library/diversity-diaspora-arab-communities-satellite-

communication-europe/   

http://www.med-media.eu/library/diversity-diaspora-arab-communities-satellite-communication-europe/
http://www.med-media.eu/library/diversity-diaspora-arab-communities-satellite-communication-europe/
http://www.med-media.eu/library/diversity-diaspora-arab-communities-satellite-communication-europe/
http://www.med-media.eu/library/diversity-diaspora-arab-communities-satellite-communication-europe/
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Detractors of the Federation of Islamic Organizations in Europe (FOIE), 

an umbrella group of 29 Sunni Muslim organizations and more than 

1000 member organizations throughout the Continent, likewise say it is 

aligned with the Muslim Brotherhood.  

Still, back in 2008, some 400 Muslim groups gathered in Brussels under 

the auspices of the FOIE and signed a “charter” for the Muslims of 

Europe describing “how we should act as positive citizens in the 

societies in which we live and not be a threat.”12 

Other groups might be more promising in terms of forging effective 

counter-radicalization partnerships. Italy’s Muslim Community—groups 

representing 70 percent of Italy’s Muslims—for example, pledged in 

2017 to “reject all forms of violence and terrorism,” and committed to 

holding prayers in mosques in Italian.13    

France has tried, and failed in many senses, in this effort Yet a lack of 

oversight, and—perhaps—understanding, has led to a series of 

corruption/embezzlement court cases of local NGOs contracted by the 

Government to work on deradicalization.14  Experts, such as Lorenzo 

Vidino, Roberta Bonnazi, and Hediya Miramahdi, might be helpful in 

identifying some of the organizations best placed to start partnering 

with—and funding—to help promote more moderate messaging.  

Along these lines, is there a positive role for Saudi Arabia could play in 

this transnational partnership?  The kingdom has long established 

relations, both financial and religious, with Islamic Centers in Europe. 

Could Saudi’s “soft power” be harnessed, to better select clergy, change 

                                                           
12 Teresa Kuchler and Leigh Philips, “400 groups sign charter for European Muslims,” EU Observer, January 14, 

2008. https://euobserver.com/news/25444  
13 “Italian Muslims Sign anti-extremism Pact,” AFP, February 2, 2017. 
14 “France’s ‘deradicalisation gravy train’ Runs out of Steam, France 24, August 2, 2017.  

http://www.france24.com/en/20170801-france-jihad-deradicalisation-centre-closes-policy 

https://euobserver.com/news/25444
http://www.france24.com/en/20170801-france-jihad-deradicalisation-centre-closes-policy
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the messaging, and to promote closer coordination of these centers with 

European states in which they are located?     

Beyond typical NGOs, there are other kinds of public organizations that 

would make good partners in this effort. For example, corporations like 

Google Jigsaw, formerly known as “Google Ideas” is big into the 

counter radicalization field, and as such, can help to level the playing 

field, especially on the internet.  Jigsaw rolled out a large pilot 

project/study in cooperation with the Institute for Strategic Dialogue in 

London and the Against Violent Extremism network, with the following 

objectives: 

Assist a wide geographic, ideological, and cultural variety of small 

non-profit organisations to develop and disseminate counter-

narrative content to target audiences by utilising a variety of social 

media advertising tools;  Analyse the strengths, weaknesses, and 

overall effectiveness of different social media platforms to 

facilitate reach and engagement among target audiences; and 

Provide guidance to build the capacity of similar non-profit 

organisations to produce effective counter-narrative content in the 

future by creating ‘how-to’ videos and a counter-narrative 

‘toolkit’.15 

The project, focused on three campaigns, got 378,000 videos views, and 

over 20,000 total engagements.  This combination of content and digital 

innovation is, perhaps, the most promising approach for helping to 

contend with this ideology.  For this reason, Jigsaw would be an 

important addition to the transnational partnership.  There are other 

technology companies, also focused on this problem, which should 

participate. 
                                                           
15 Silverman, Steward, Amanullah, and Birdwell, “The Impact of Counter-Narratives,” Institute for Strategic 

Dialogue, 2016. https://www.isdglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Impact-of-Counter-

Narratives_ONLINE_1.pdf   

https://www.isdglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Impact-of-Counter-Narratives_ONLINE_1.pdf
https://www.isdglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Impact-of-Counter-Narratives_ONLINE_1.pdf
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Local Governments 

Should Interior Ministries in Europe start to play a role in regulating 

affairs in religious groups, like they do in the ME?  In France, the 

Ministry of Interior supported the Muslim Community’s efforts to 

license Imams.  At the same time, however, efforts to promote 

deradicalization have not been particularly successful.  In 2017, France’s 

only center, the Chateu de Pontouny, was shuttered after only ten 

months in operation. (It’s an odd decision, given that France reportedly 

has 15,000 suspected radical Islamists on watchlists, including some 

4000 deemed at high risk of perpetrating an attack,16 and hundreds of 

foreign fighters in Syria and Iraq, who may eventually return.)   

European Ministries of Interior would seem well placed, in terms of 

resources and penetration, to play a role.  At the same time, however, in 

democratic countries, the involvement of Government agencies in 

helping to regulate religious communities might generate some 

pushback.  

Still, the example of Morocco is instructive.  In the aftermath of a spate 

of attacks nearly 15 years ago, Rabat instituted a number of draconian 

policies policing the religious sphere, intended to curtail the process of 

domestic radicalization.  While Moroccan-origin terrorists continue to 

perpetrate a disproportionate number of attacks in Europe, the attacks 

have decreased in Morocco.  As Sarah Feuer and David Pollock wrote 

on August 24: 

Alongside the crown's security measures, Morocco has pursued a 

series of reforms in the religious realm aimed at reducing the 

influence of extremist ideologies. These reforms have brought 

greater state control over religious institutions, including several 

                                                           
16 “France’s ‘deradicalisation gravy train’ Runs out of Steam, France 24, August 2, 2017.  

http://www.france24.com/en/20170801-france-jihad-deradicalisation-centre-closes-policy  

http://www.france24.com/en/20170801-france-jihad-deradicalisation-centre-closes-policy
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hundred Quranic schools dotting Morocco's landscape and its 

roughly 50,000 mosques. School curricula have been altered to 

promote Islamic teachings compatible with notions of human 

rights and religious tolerance. Additionally, the monarchy has 

imposed new training regulations for imams and others wishing to 

teach Islam. Beginning in 2005, for example, the state began 

training a corps of imam supervisors, including women, to 

regularly meet with prayer leaders and ensure that the religious 

discourse being disseminated in mosques reflected "moderate 

Islam," as termed by the leadership. Since 2014, a royal decree has 

prohibited imams from engaging in political or union-related 

activity while in the mosques, and in 2015 the monarchy injected 

$20 million into a new training facility to accommodate not only 

Moroccan imams and imam supervisors but also a growing number 

of aspiring imams from West Africa and even Europe.17  

 

While it’s difficult at this point to imagine secular EU governments 

intervening in a similar way as King Mohammed VI—who is a direct 

descendant of the Prophet Muhammed and known in Arabic as the 

“Commander of the Faithful”—the concept of some state regulation 

should be considered.     

To date, Government interventions across Europe have been sporadic.  

To be sure, back in 2012, Paris deported an “anti-semetic” Tunisian 

imam.18  And between December 2015 and August 2016, the 

Government shuttered 20 or France’s 2500 mosques for preaching 

radical Islam.19 Still, foreign funding for France’s mosques continues 

unabated—and without transparency.  And Britain has been inexplicably 

                                                           
17 Sarah Feuer and David Pollock, “Terrorism in Europe: The Moroccan Connection,” The Washington Institute for 

Near East Policy, PolicyWatch #2852, August 24, 2017. http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-

analysis/view/terrorism-in-europe-the-moroccan-connection  
18 “France Expels ‘anti-Semetic’ Tunisian preacher, BBC, October 31, 2012. 
19 Yasmeen Serhan, “France’s Disappearing Mosques,” The Atlantic, August 1, 2016. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/news/archive/2016/08/french-mosques-islam/493919/  

http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/terrorism-in-europe-the-moroccan-connection
http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/terrorism-in-europe-the-moroccan-connection
https://www.theatlantic.com/news/archive/2016/08/french-mosques-islam/493919/
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unable to contain Hani al Sibai, a radical Imam related to Ansar al 

Sharia, a group that killed 30 UK tourists in 2015.20 

According to EU Culture Commissioner Jan Figel, as of 2008, most 

European schools were segregated by religion. He indicated that the EU 

would try and encourage member states to “review school curricula.”21  

It’s unclear whether this ever happened, but it should.  And back in 

2016, then French Interior Minister Bernard Cazeneuve said that the 

Government would work with the French Muslim Council to establish a 

foundation to fund mosques, presumably to separate them from militant 

funding from abroad.22  

There are other things that Governments can do, however—like 

partnering with NGOs—to press the cause of moderation.  While a 

linkage has not been clearly established, the extremely high rate of 

unemployment among Muslims—in France, it’s double the national 

average—may be a driver of radicalization.  Indeed, petty crime leading 

to imprisonment is believed to lead to exposure to incarcerated Islamic 

militants and hard-core criminals. If so, private-public partnerships, 

between the Government and industry to employ some of these 

Muslims, could be productive in diminishing the presumed state of 

alienation of the community.  

New Approaches 

Finally—and perhaps most controversially—it’s important to ask 

whether Arab States can modify their approach in funding religious 

institutions abroad.  This is a highly sensitive issue, but if Arab States 

                                                           
20 Paul Bentley, “London-based Islamic preacher linked to Tunisia attacks has his benefits cut,” Daily Mail, March 

11, 2017.  http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4303180/Islamic-preacher-linked-Tunisia-attacks-benefit-

cut.html  
21Teresa Kuchler and Leigh Philips, “400 groups sign charter for European Muslims,” EU Observer, January 14, 

2008. https://euobserver.com/news/25444   
22 Yasmeen Serhan, “France’s Disappearing Mosques,” The Atlantic, August 1, 2016. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/news/archive/2016/08/french-mosques-islam/493919/ 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4303180/Islamic-preacher-linked-Tunisia-attacks-benefit-cut.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4303180/Islamic-preacher-linked-Tunisia-attacks-benefit-cut.html
https://euobserver.com/news/25444
https://www.theatlantic.com/news/archive/2016/08/french-mosques-islam/493919/
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and/or individuals in these states took a more judicious approach to 

charitable giving in Europe and elsewhere—say, by doing more due 

diligence on the institutions and individuals involved in mosques and 

schools abroad—it would have a significant long-term impact.  

Operationalization 

Just two years ago, a leaked US State Department memo basically 

admitted the failure of the information campaign against IS.  To be sure, 

IS is losing on the battlefield, but the organization’s ideology continues 

to resonate, and hence the threat persists—especially in Europe.  As with 

the military campaign, which only has really made significant strides 

over the past year with increased operational tempo, the 

“communications coalition”—the effort to ideologically counter the 

narrative, needs to be prioritized and resourced.  And central to this 

effort will be building transnational partnerships.   

To date, much of these efforts have been ad hoc—and unsuccessful.  If 

Europe, the west, and Arab partners in the anti-IS coalition want to be 

successful in Europe beyond the C/T dimension—in what will likely be 

a generational campaign—it’s going to have to be a priority, with a 

sustained focus.  In short, it may be necessary to build an institution, 

such as an “operations center” to conceive of projects and initiatives in 

Europe, and to coordinate among local and international partners on 

implementation and funding. Absent a long-term commitment, however, 

it’s unlikely that this pernicious radical ideology will ever be rolled 

back.       

                                                           
 David Schenker is director of the Program on Arab Politics at the 

Washington Institute for Near East Policy.  From 2002-2006 he served 

as Levant Director in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. 

 


